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is a software that is used to program pixel LED controllers.n this software can control both online and offline controller.n,led editing 2014,led firmware,led firmware. LED backlight allows you to: design led images,
projection LED lighting equipment, video projection LED lighting, led displays, multi-color LEDs. The spread of LED colored LED backlights began in the 1990s. The mass use of LED strip began only in 1990. This is

due to the fact that the use of the LED lighting system made it possible to abandon traditional light sources and provided significant savings. LED lighting is indispensable in offices, shopping centers and cinemas.
Created in 2002 by BayErg, the LED House was the first multi-apartment building in Russia with LED lighting. In 2003, the first LED shopping center (Green Plaza shopping center) was opened. Today UNITEX,

BELES, LabTrade and Nevsky Stars companies use LED lighting in their projects. "Uniteks" LLC manages a network of stores selling household appliances and electronics "Foxtrot. Home appliances". Over 2,500,000
network users, revenue in 2012 over UAH 110 mln. In 2012, the Foxstroy company entered into a dealer agreement with BES LLC for the supply of LED lamps, and in early 2013, FK-Svet LLC began production of an
LED module for installation in a house lighting structure. The L'Etoile company is the leader in the cosmetics and perfumery market in Kyiv. The company has been operating since 2008. During this time, the company

has become one of the leaders in the market. Today, the company's market share is more than 50%. The FLAT company is the official representative of the brands "LOVE&LEMON", "LORY", "FWEL", "UVEX",
"AZZARO", "Caran d'Ache", "Reflection Cosmetics", "Mini Line", "Belle de Jour" , "Clear Line" and others. According to a study by NPP Mashproekt, LED SMART lighting has a number of advantages over

traditional light sources. So energy saver
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